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Regulatory concessions bode well for ADRs
Chinese regulators declared intentions to allow some U.S.-listed
Chinese companies to be audited by American firms. This reduces the
likelihood of a complete delisting of Chinese firms from American
exchanges. The news follows an earlier claim from SEC Chairman
Gensler that no deal to avoid delisting was imminent. The
announcement sent the Golden Dragon Index higher by 7%. Auditors
won't have access to all listed Chinese companies, so state-owned and
politically sensitive companies may still delist.
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PetroChina reports best profit in 7 years
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Buoyed by surging oil prices, China's state-owned oil and gas producer
posted profits of 92 billion yuan, more than three times higher than its
2020 profit of 19 billion yuan. Despite uncertainty in demand due to
lockdowns, the firm plans to increase output during the year and invest
242 billion yuan in capital expenditures, which is slightly lower than last
year's investment of 251 billion yuan. It plans for clean energy to
account for 7% of its output by 2025. The company is Asia's largest oil
and gas producer.
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Trade Rep. Tai declares shift in China strategy
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U.S. Trade Representative Katherine Tai claimed that the U.S. needed to
abandon efforts to change Chinese trade behavior and instead focus on
strengthening other Indo-Pacific relationships and investing in domestic
manufacturing to counter Chinese policies and practices. The White
House recently published a summary of its Indo-Pacific strategy and the
Trade Representative's Office is working to implement the President's
proposed Indo-Pacific Economic Framework.

Key Points

EU-China Summit Highlights Current Divide
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The 23rd EU-China summit took place on April 1 via video conference. Issues discussed included the
ongoing conflict in Ukraine, COVID-19, trade, climate change, and human rights and foreign affairs. EU
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen said that the two parties held opposing views on the conflict
and on imposing sanctions against Russia for the invasion.

Vague Politburo Intentions

The issued statement following the Communist Party Politburo's most recent meeting was the shortestever under Xi Jinping's leadership. No meeting agenda is published, so the issued statement is the only
way to know what issues the Politburo discussed, but the intense secrecy implies that the meeting was a
sensitive and highly-important one.

China-New Zealand Trade Deal Updated

Despite complaints of unbalanced trade from the U.S. and EU, China updated its trade agreement with
New Zealand and plans to completely remove tariffs on some New Zealand wood and paper products by
2032. China is New Zealand's largest trading partner.

Gauging Sentiment
Our take on current events and what they portend for the weeks ahead.
Weekly Sentiment Outlook: Positive / Neutral / Negative
Recent recovery and stabilization in key sectors and outward displays of governmental
market support could counteract negative sentiment from lockdowns and bad macro data
Written by: Arlen Agiliga
Ongoing lockdowns in cities across China are expected to further erode the business environment,
which is already experiencing contractions in manufacturing and services for the year, according to
data released at the end of last week. The report marks the first time since the first half of 2020 that
manufacturing and services have experienced contractions simultaneously. Despite the negative
macroeconomic environment, stocks in the tech sector have moved higher on positive news for
companies listed in the U.S. and signs that the tech crackdown could be coming to an end soon. In
response to the severity of the economic issues facing the nation, the Chinese government has voiced
its support for companies in the tech and real estate sectors that have been particularly affected by
current events. This support comes as property developers including Evergrande, Sunac, and Shimao
have announced delays in reporting their performance for the most recent period, resulting in trading
halts for multiple names. Although trading restarts for the various stocks affected will likely drive
down prices in the real estate sector, momentum in the tech sector, de-escalation in Ukraine, and more
displays of government support for markets could outweigh the negative pressure.

Chart of the Week

In a world of rising rates, China is the sole outlier. The PBOC's interest rate decision is indicative of the challenges facing
the country's productivity and the government's resolve to address them. Whether low interest rates are enough to
withstand lockdowns and other disruptions will be determined by the economy's Q2 performance.

